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Summary  20 
 21 
1. Microsatellite-based genetic assignment is used broadly to monitor contemporary effective 22 
dispersal among populations. The need to investigate the robustness of this method to 23 
common genotyping errors was emphasized more than a decade ago, but it remains 24 
unaddressed. 25 
2. We evaluate here for the first time the effect of mistaken and null alleles on estimates of 26 
contemporary seed and pollen migration rates obtained with genetic assignment methods. 27 
We also introduce a novel Bayesian approach to jointly estimate seed and pollen migration 28 
rates, genotyping error rates and null allele frequencies, not requiring independent reference 29 
or duplicate genotypic data. 30 
3. Unaccounted-for mistaken alleles caused positive bias and increased the root mean square 31 
error (RMSE) of pollen migration rate estimates, whereas seed migration rate estimates were 32 
weakly sensitive to mistyping. Jointly estimating mistyping rates minimized the bias and 33 
RMSE they introduce on pollen migration estimates, while yielding seed migration rate 34 
estimates with similar or slightly larger bias and RMSE than those obtained when ignoring 35 
mistyping. 36 
4. Ignoring genotyping errors can be especially problematic when there is no actual migration, 37 
because it can lead to the wrong conclusion that there is statistically significant exchange of 38 
pollen and/or seeds among populations that are actually isolated. 39 
5. Unaccounted-for null alleles are problematic when among-population pollen dispersal is 40 
present, leading to underestimation of pollen migration rates and overestimation of seed 41 
migration rates. Jointly estimating null allele frequencies minimized these two biases, 42 
reduced the RMSE of seed migration rate estimates and produced relatively small changes in 43 
the RMSE of pollen dispersal estimates.  44 
6. Synthesis. Disregarding genotyping errors and null alleles can produce biased and less 45 
accurate estimates of the rates at which present-day plant populations are exchanging seed 46 
and pollen. An approach is proposed here to minimize the effect of genotyping problems on 47 
contemporary migration rate estimates, which should help avoiding erroneous migration 48 
inference, monitoring and management, especially when dealing with low migration rates 49 
and their associated uncertainty.  50 
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Introduction 54 
 55 
Quantifying contemporary plant dispersal beyond current population boundaries is central to the 56 
evaluation of non-equilibrium demographic and evolutionary processes in changing 57 
environments. The rates of contemporary pollen and seed migration among populations condition 58 
many important processes, including metapopulation dynamics, speed of range shifts, 59 
reproductive assurance during colonization or fragmentation, adaptive or maladaptive gene 60 
exchange across heterogeneous habitats, and the potential risk of invasion, hybridization or 61 
genetic introgression posed by artificially translocated species or populations. In what follows, 62 
we will refer to contemporary migration rate as the proportion of effective propagules (pollen or 63 
seed) within a given population that have dispersed from an external population during a recent 64 
reference dispersal period, resulting in successful reproduction and/or seedling establishment. 65 
 66 
Available methods based on genetic parentage assignment can estimate the contemporary rates of 67 
effective seed and pollen immigration from unknown sources into a given small population or 68 
study plot, provided all candidate parents within the latter are exhaustively genotyped (Slavov et 69 
al. 2005; Burczyk et al. 2006; Goto et al. 2006; Moran & Clark 2011). A more recent approach 70 
relaxes the exhaustive sampling requirement of previous parentage-based methods, potentially 71 
allowing accurate estimation of contemporary seed or pollen migration rates among a set of 72 
sampled populations (Wang 2014), but it still relies on a sufficient proportion of all parent 73 
candidates within each sampled population being genotyped (over 20% in practice; Wang 2014). 74 
Sampling for accurate parentage-based inference of among-population migration may thus be 75 
unfeasible over broad scales, unless populations are not large. However, populations of many 76 
plant and animal species frequently comprise many thousands of individuals, in which case 77 
genetic assignment is the method of choice for estimating contemporary migration.  78 
 79 
Rather than aiming at parental identification, genetic assignment methods trace the origin of 80 
individuals to one or more populations, based on likelihood differences of the target individual’s 81 
genotype across all candidate source populations, which are estimated from allelic frequencies in 82 
random reference samples of individuals within populations (Manel, Gaggiotti & Waples 2005). 83 
Some assignment methods require pre-defined populations as reference for individual 84 
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assignments (Paetkau et al. 1995; Rannala & Mountain 1997; Cornuet et al. 1999), while others 85 
simultaneously delineate populations and assign individuals to the inferred populations 86 
(Pritchard, Stephens & Donnelly 2000; Dawson & Belkhir 2001; Anderson & Thompson 2002; 87 
Guillot et al. 2005; Corander et al. 2008; Durand et al. 2009). Because of its ecological and 88 
evolutionary interest, some extensions of the former class of methods have focussed explicitly on 89 
unbiased estimation of the rate of contemporary migration (Pella & Masuda 2001, 2006; Wilson 90 
& Rannala 2003; Gaggiotti et al. 2004; Faubet & Gaggiotti 2008), and on its dissection into seed- 91 
and pollen-mediated components (Robledo-Arnuncio 2012; Unger, Vendramin & Robledo-92 
Arnuncio 2014). Numerical simulation studies have shown that genetic assignment methods can 93 
generally estimate contemporary migration rates accurately at relatively low sampling cost (e.g., 94 
about 100 individuals per population typed at 10 polymorphic microsatellite loci in many cases) 95 
as long as genetic differentiation among candidate source populations is sufficiently large (FST ≥ 96 
0.05; Faubet, Waples & Gaggiotti 2007; Robledo-Arnuncio 2012). Weaker population 97 
differentiation can greatly increase the bias and variance of migration rate estimates, especially 98 
those of pollen migration, but errors can be reduced by increasing reference baseline samples to 99 
improve allele frequency estimation accuracy (Robledo-Arnuncio 2012). 100 
 101 
Genetic assignment methods are suitable for assessing contemporary migration rates in non-102 
equilibrium scenarios, such as ongoing fragmentation or range shifts, because they do not assume 103 
migration-drift equilibrium among candidate source populations and can account for Hardy-104 
Weinberg disequilibrium (e.g. inbreeding) within populations (Wilson & Rannala 2003; François, 105 
Ancelet & Guillot 2006). However, they assume that marker loci are unlinked (but see Falush, 106 
Stephens & Pritchard 2003) and that there are no genotyping errors. Meeting the linkage 107 
equilibrium assumption is generally feasible by using appropriately developed markers, but low 108 
to moderate genotyping error rates are the norm for most available genetic assays and marker 109 
types (Pompanon et al. 2005), not least for microsatellites, which remain the most popular 110 
markers for contemporary migration inference (Selkoe & Toonen 2006). The need to investigate 111 
the robustness to genotyping errors of migration estimates produced by genetic assignment 112 
methods was emphasized more than a decade ago (Pompanon et al. 2005; Manel et al. 2005) but, 113 
despite the widespread use of these methods, it remains to be addressed. Given that population 114 
membership is ascertained based on allele frequencies, genetic assignment of individuals to 115 
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populations should not be as sensitive to genotyping errors as parentage assignment, for which 116 
mistyping directly leads to false parentage exclusion if unaccounted for (Pompanon et al. 2005; 117 
Wang 2014). Still, mistyping of genotypes can lead to both incorrect allele identification in 118 
candidate immigrant genotypes and inaccurate estimates of baseline population allele 119 
frequencies, which might upwardly bias migration estimates (Pompanon et al. 2005). Increasing 120 
stochastic typing errors could indeed decrease the apparent genetic differentiation among 121 
candidate source populations, and it has been shown that weaker differentiation leads to 122 
positively biased migration rate estimates (Faubet et al. 2007; Robledo-Arnuncio 2012). This 123 
might be especially problematic if there is no actual migration, in which case positively biased 124 
migration estimates could mislead evolutionary inference, ecological monitoring and 125 
conservation management. Thus, evaluating the extent to which genotyping errors could affect 126 
migration rate estimates is essential. 127 
 128 
For microsatellites, null alleles (real alleles that consistently fail to amplify during PCR) are an 129 
additional common problem (Pompanon et al. 2005), which can result in both false parentage 130 
exclusion (Dakin & Avise 2004) and incorrect assignment of individuals to populations (Carlsson 131 
2008). The precise effect on migration rate estimates is unknown and difficult to predict. Their 132 
tendency to produce wrong population assignments might induce positively biased migration 133 
estimates in some circumstances, but null alleles also increase apparent genetic differentiation 134 
among populations (Chapuis & Estoup 2007), which could reduce migration estimation errors. 135 
Moreover, null alleles will produce false homozygous diploid genotypes in candidate immigrants, 136 
with potentially contrasting effects on seed versus pollen migration estimates. Finally, null alleles 137 
should be (but have not been) factored into models inferring contemporary migration rates that 138 
account explicitly for Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium, because the apparent increase in 139 
homozygosity produced by undetected alleles (Chybicki & Burczyk 2009) might impact the joint 140 
estimation of population inbreeding coefficients and migration rates.  141 
 142 
In this study, we introduce genotypic likelihoods and a Bayesian scheme to jointly infer seed and 143 
pollen migration rates, population allelic frequencies, genotyping error (mistaken allele) rates, 144 
population inbreeding coefficients, and null allele frequencies. Using computer simulations, we 145 
investigate the behavior of the model and the effects of genotyping errors and null alleles on 146 
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contemporary seed and pollen migration rate estimates. We address the following practical 147 
questions: Can genotyping errors and/or null alleles compromise contemporary seed and pollen 148 
migration inference? Can we jointly infer contemporary migration rates and the frequency of 149 
genotyping errors and null alleles? How much can we gain in estimation accuracy from such joint 150 
inference (entailing substantial increase in parameter space dimensionality), as opposed to simply 151 
ignoring genotyping errors and null alleles? Should we discard specific loci with high error rates 152 
and null allele frequencies for better contemporary migration inference? 153 
  154 
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Materials and methods 155 
 156 
Demographic model and genotyping assumptions 157 
 158 
Building on Robledo-Arnuncio (2012), we assume a diploid plant species with discrete pollen 159 
and seed dispersal episodes. We are interested in estimating the proportion of immigrants from 160 
each of I discrete external source populations among a sample of D offspring (seeds or seedlings) 161 
collected in a target recipient population after a reference contemporary dispersal episode. A set 162 
of (Q0, Q1, . . ., QI) adult individuals are sampled from every population before the reference 163 
dispersal episode (the zero subindex refers to the recipient population hereafter). We assume that 164 
all source populations are sampled and that migration rates are low enough that there is a 165 
negligible joint probability of a seed sired by an immigrant pollen grain being in turn dispersed 166 
among populations (double migration event). The offspring sample can then be categorized into 167 
2I+1 groups: offspring born to local mothers fertilized by immigrant pollen (pollen migration), 168 
with proportions mp = (mp1, mp2, . . ., mpI), offspring born to nonlocal mothers fertilized by pollen 169 
from the same nonlocal population (seed migration), with proportions ms = (ms1, ms2, . . ., msI) and 170 
offspring born to two local parents (local dispersal), with proportion m0. Note that m0 +171 
∑
=
+
I
i
sipi mm
1
)(  = 1. For notational convenience, we denote m the vector of size 2I+1 containing 172 
the proportions of all offspring categories, obtained by concatenating the values of vectors mp 173 
and ms and the local recruitment rate m0. 174 
 175 
Both the adult and offspring samples are genotyped at L unlinked codominant loci, yielding the X 176 
= {Xdl} and Y = {Yiql} vectors of offspring and adult multilocus genotypes, where Xdl is the 177 
diploid genotype of offspring d at locus l, and Yiql is the diploid genotype of adult q from 178 
population i at locus l. The unknown adult pre-dispersal population allelic frequencies are given 179 
by a matrix p = {pila} giving the frequency of allele a at locus l in population i. We further 180 
assume that each locus l has one or several null alleles (i.e. non-amplifying alleles) with unknown 181 
cumulative frequency pil- in population i. The rates of missing data for locus l resulting from 182 
causes other than the presence of two null alleles are denoted βl and 
*
lβ  for offspring and adult 183 
samples, respectively. Non-null missing data may result from problems such as low-quality DNA 184 
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producing failed amplification of both alleles at a locus, which may differentially affect young 185 
versus adult plant tissues, and can also vary across loci (Buchan et al. 2005). We also consider 186 
the possibility of genotyping errors with locus-specific error rate µl. Denoting kl the total number 187 
of (non-null) alleles observed over all populations at locus l, we assume that any true non-null 188 
allele (including the two homologous alleles in a genotype) is independently mistaken for any of 189 
the other kl – 1 alleles with equal probability µl/(kl – 1), for adult and offspring genotypes alike 190 
(Sieberts, Wijsman & Thompson 2002; Wang 2004). Mistaken alleles may result from DNA 191 
contamination, lack of specific amplification, or human errors during sample manipulation and 192 
data handling (Pompanon et al. 2005). Our current model is not intended to account for allelic 193 
dropout (stochastic non-amplification of one of the two alleles at a heterozygous locus) and false 194 
alleles (allele-like amplification artefacts; Pompanon et al. 2005).  195 
 196 
We allow departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium by assuming population-specific 197 
inbreeding coefficients, separately for offspring, F = (F0, F1, . . ., FI), and adults, F* = (
*
0F ,
*
1F , . . 198 
., 
*
IF ). Inbreeding coefficients reflect potential departures from random-mating within 199 
populations during the reference contemporary dispersal episode (F) and/or during former mating 200 
seasons producing adult cohorts (F*). Among other factors, non-equilibrium demography (such 201 
as range shifts), long generation times, and inbreeding depression may generate differences in 202 
levels of population inbreeding between adults and offspring. 203 
 204 
Genotypic likelihoods 205 
 206 
Given the above assumptions and the unknown proportion of offspring from different origins m, 207 
population allelic frequencies before dispersal p, population inbreeding coefficients F, non-null 208 
missing data rates β and typing error rates µ, we can write the probability of observing multilocus 209 
genotype Xd in the offspring sample of the target recipient population as 210 
 211 
[ ] ),,,|(Pr),,,|(Pr),,,|(Pr),,,,|Pr( 000
1
0 µβFpµβFpµβFpµβFpm d
I
i
diisidipid XmXmXmX ++=∑
=
       212 
               eqn 1 213 
 214 
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where Prij (Xd | p, F, β, µ) is the probability of observing multilocus genotype Xd in an offspring 215 
born to a mother from population j pollinated by a father from population i, which for the L 216 
unlinked loci corresponds to 217 
 218 
∏
=
µβ=
L
l
llidlijdij FXX
1
),,,|(Pr),,,|(Pr pµβFp .                                         eqn 2 219 
 220 
Consider first the case of null alleles without genotyping errors (µl = 0 for all l). Probabilities of 221 
single-locus genotypes (Xdl) can be written depending on whether the male and female gametic 222 
phases originated from the same (i = j) or different populations (i ≠ j), on whether any allele is 223 
observed at locus l or not (i.e. missing data) and on whether the two eventually observed 224 
homologous alleles (denoted a1 and a2) are equal (Xdl homozygous) or not (Xdl heterozygous) (see 225 
Kalinowski & Taper 2006 and Chybicki & Burczyk 2009 for cases with i = j): 226 
 227 
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]





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
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

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p228 
   eqn 3 229 
 230 
With typing errors, the probability of observing (scoring) allele a at locus l in a randomly 231 
sampled gene from population i is not pila, but rather (1 − µl) pila + µl (1− pila − pil−)/(kl − 1), which 232 
must be factored into diploid genotypic probabilities. The resulting offspring genotypic 233 
likelihoods Prij (Xdl | p, Fi, βl, µl) do not have such a simple form as equation 3 and are derived in 234 
equations S1 and S2 (see Appendix S1 in Supporting Information). The likelihood for the full set 235 
of D offspring multilocus genotypes is then: 236 
 237 
∏
=
=
D
d
dX
1
),,,,|Pr(),,,,|Pr( µβFpmµβFpmX                eqn 4 238 
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 239 
In order to estimate the unknown adult population allelic frequencies p, it is also necessary to 240 
formulate the likelihood of observed adult genotypes Y given p, F*, β* and µ: 241 
 242 
∏∏
= =
µβ=
I
i
L
l
lliilil F
1 1
** ),,,|Pr(),,,|Pr( pYµβ*F*pY             eqn 5 243 
 244 
where ),,,|Pr( ** lliilil F µβpY  is the joint likelihood of the sample of Qi adult genotypes observed 245 
at locus l in population i. In absence of null alleles, typing errors and inbreeding, it would suffice 246 
to compute Pr(Yil | pil) for each locus and population as in previous models (Rannala & Mountain 247 
1997; Gaggiotti et al. 2004), using the vector of adult allelic counts nil = {nil1, nil2, . . ., 
lilk
n } and 248 
assuming a multinomial distribution (nil | pil) ~ Mult(nil, pil), where nila is the observed number of 249 
copies of allele a at locus l among the Yil genotypes sampled from population i at locus l, and the 250 
pil are the adult population frequencies at locus l in population i. The multinomial distribution 251 
assumption for adult allelic counts holds if there are typing errors (following our genotyping error 252 
model) but neither null alleles nor inbreeding, as long as the probability vector pil is replaced by 253 
'
ilp , with elements 
'
ilap = (1 − µl) pila + µl (1− pila − pil−)/(kl − 1). If there are null alleles, however, 254 
allelic counts are compromised by the fact that it is not possible to determine a priori whether 255 
observed homozygotes carry two copies of the observed allele or a single copy plus a null allele. 256 
Adult inbreeding also violates the multinomial assumptions, as homologous alleles become non-257 
independent. Null alleles and inbreeding, therefore, enforce the formulation of adult diploid 258 
genotypic likelihoods, rather than allelic counts, given not only p and µ, but also F* and β*, 259 
which is the reason for introducing the two latter vectors in the model. Full expressions for 260 
Pr(Yil | pil, 
*
iF , 
*
lβ , µl) are given in equation S3 (Appendix S2). 261 
 262 
Prior distributions of parameters 263 
 264 
We used uninformative prior distributions (f) for all parameters. The proportions of offspring 265 
from different origins (m) were assumed to follow a flat Dirichlet (symmetric with parameter 266 
equal to one) prior, m ~ Dir(α=1). We also used a flat Dirichlet prior for population allelic 267 
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frequencies at each locus and population, pil ~ Dir(α=1). We assumed uniform priors on the 268 
interval (−1, 1) for offspring and adult population inbreeding coefficients of population i (Fi and 269 
*
iF ). The genotyping error rate at each locus (µl) was assumed to follow a uniform prior on the 270 
interval (0, 1). Finally, we also assumed uniform priors on (0, 1) for offspring and adult non-null 271 
missing data rates at each locus (βl and 
*
lβ , respectively).  272 
 273 
Posterior distribution of parameters 274 
 275 
Given the X and Y vectors of genotypic data, the joint posterior distribution over parameter set 276 
Θ = (m, p, F, F*, β, β*, µ) is given by Bayes’ rule: 277 
 278 
f (Θ | X, Y) ∝ Pr(X | m, p, F, β, µ) Pr(Y | p, F*, β*, µ) 279 
           f (m) f (p) f (F) f (F*) f (β) f (β*) f (µ),                                                               eqn 6 280 
 281 
where the f functions on the right-hand of the equation denote the prior distributions of individual 282 
parameters described above. We used the MCMC algorithm described in Appendix S3 to 283 
estimate the joint posterior distribution of equation 6.  284 
 285 
Simulation study of method performance 286 
 287 
Using the Monte Carlo algorithm detailed in Appendix S4, we investigated the expected bias, 288 
accuracy (root mean square error, RMSE) and credible interval non-coverage rate (NCR) of Θ 289 
estimates obtained with equation 6 under different genotyping and migration assumptions, based 290 
on 250 stochastic replicates per combination of assumed parameter values. Our goal was to 291 
explore the potential effect of null alleles and mistyping on the estimation of contemporary seed 292 
and pollen migration rates, using neutral codominant molecular markers such as microsatellites. 293 
For each simulated scenario, we evaluated two alternative inferential approaches: using the full 294 
model that jointly estimates all parameters Θ in equation 6 (including genotyping error rates and 295 
null allele frequencies), and using a basic model that only estimates m, p and F, ignoring 296 
mistyping and null alleles (i.e., implicitly assuming µl = 0 and pil− = 0 for every population i and 297 
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locus l). Given that running the MCMC algorithm on the 250 simulated replicates for each 298 
parameter combination was extremely time-consuming (more than 450 CPU hours), it was not 299 
possible to explore a broad parameter space. For this reason, and because the sensitivity of pollen 300 
and seed migration rate estimates to the number of external populations (I), population genetic 301 
differentiation level (FST), and number of sampled offspring (D) and adults (Qi) have been 302 
already investigated in detail (Robledo-Arnuncio 2012), we fixed their values at I = 2, FST  = 0.1, 303 
D = 100, and Qi = 100 (see, for example, Faubet et al. 2007 for a similar reference set). We also 304 
fixed the rates of non-null missing data βl and 
*
lβ  at zero in the simulated data sets (although they 305 
were assumed to be unknown and were jointly estimated), because preliminary analysis showed 306 
that they were accurately estimated by the model and their effect on migration rate estimates was 307 
similar to the effect of smaller sample sizes (D and Qi), which has been already investigated 308 
(Robledo-Arnuncio 2012). For the rest of parameters, we chose default reference values of L = 10 309 
loci, kl = 10 alleles/locus, population inbreeding F = F
* 
= 0, genotyping error µl = 0, null allele 310 
frequency pil− = 0, and pollen and seed migration mpi = msi = 0.05; and considered the effect on 311 
estimates of m, F, µ and p− of variable levels of µ, pil− , F and F
*
 (ranging from 0 – 20%), of mpi 312 
and msi (ranging from 0 − 5%) and of L and kl (ranging from 5 to 20), varying only one or two 313 
parameters at a time. 314 
  315 
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Results 316 
 317 
No convergence problems in MCMC runs were observed for any of the simulated data sets, 318 
which could be partly due to a choice of initial parameter values that could be recommended for 319 
real data sets (Appendix S3). However, accurate estimation of offspring inbreeding coefficients 320 
(Fi) of external populations was logically not possible in general, since the amount of information 321 
for this purpose was either very small (when msi = 0.05) or null (when msi = 0). Although the 322 
inference model reflected well this uncertainty in most runs, with rather uniform Fi posterior 323 
distributions, in some cases the MCMC chain got trapped at low negative values of Fi of external 324 
populations. This did not affect the estimation of other parameters. In particular, the estimation of 325 
adult inbreeding coefficients (F*) from parental genotypes was not problematic, while showing 326 
very similar bias and RMSE than those of local offspring inbreeding estimates. For this reason, 327 
we only report results for local Fi when referring to inbreeding estimation below. We present here 328 
results under different simulated scenarios, including (i) genotyping errors only, (ii) null alleles 329 
only, (iii) null alleles and inbreeding, and (iv) genotyping errors, null alleles and inbreeding. 330 
Errors in the estimation of immigration rates from the two separate external populations were 331 
very similar in all scenarios considered (i.e. the model was able to discriminate immigration from 332 
different sources), so we report average errors over the two external sources. Note that there is a 333 
residual bias in seed and pollen migration estimates in all scenarios considered, even in total 334 
absence of mistyping and null alleles. These biases could have been minimized by increasing 335 
sample sizes, but we preferred considering values of the latter that are more typical in empirical 336 
studies (D = Qi = 100). 337 
 338 
Genotyping errors 339 
 340 
Using the basic inference model (ignoring genotyping error), the rate of mistaken alleles (µ) had 341 
unequal effects on estimates of pollen ( pmˆ ) and seed ( smˆ ) migration rates: pmˆ  suffered 342 
increasing bias and root mean square error (RMSE) with increasing µ, whereas smˆ  errors were 343 
weakly influenced by µ (Fig. 1, white bars). Using the full model (jointly estimating genotyping 344 
errors) resulted in the bias and RMSE of both pmˆ  and smˆ  being rather insensitive to µ values 345 
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ranging from 0 to 20%, even if µ itself tended to be overestimated (Fig. 1, grey bars). The pmˆ  346 
bias reduction achieved by the full model was not accompanied by an increase in variance, and 347 
consequently the RMSE of pmˆ  was lower for the full than for the basic model, the difference 348 
increasing with µ. By contrast, the bias and RSME of smˆ  were slightly larger for the full than for 349 
the basic model (Fig. 1). The credible intervals non-coverage rate (NCR) for both pmˆ  and smˆ  350 
were close to their nominal 5% value for both the full and basic models, even for high values of 351 
µ. Despite positively biased µ estimates, the NCR of  µ remained below 10% for µ ≤ 0.1, 352 
increasing to about 20% for µ = 0.2 (Fig. 1).  353 
 354 
When there was no migration (mp = ms = 0), the benefits of accounting for genotyping errors 355 
were enhanced. Not only the positive bias of pmˆ  was diminished when jointly estimating µ, but 356 
the RMSE of both pmˆ  and smˆ  were lower for the full than for the basic model, independently of 357 
µ-value (Fig. 2). In addition, genotyping errors without migration resulted in higher than nominal 358 
NCR for both pmˆ and smˆ  when using the basic model, but not when using the full model (Fig. 2). 359 
 360 
Assuming marker loci with variable mistyping rates (see Fig. 3), improvement in the estimation 361 
of mp or ms was neither achieved by discarding all loci with µ ≥ 0.05 (strict strategy), nor by 362 
discarding those with µ ≥ 0.1 (medium strategy), as compared to the relaxed strategy where no 363 
locus was discarded. The RMSE of smˆ  was very similar for all three data-filtering strategies, 364 
while that of pmˆ  increased for the medium and especially for the strict strategy. These results 365 
held irrespective of whether error rates were jointly estimated or not (Fig. 3).  366 
 367 
Varying simultaneously the number of loci (L) and alleles per locus (kl), holding L*kl constant, 368 
did not change qualitatively most of the effects of µ on migration estimates observed for the 369 
default values L = kl = 10 (Fig. 1 versus Figs. S1 and S2 in Supporting Information). More 370 
precisely, regardless of the assumed values of L and kl, we observed positive biases of pmˆ  371 
induced by genotyping error, which largely decreased when jointly estimating µ; weak sensitivity 372 
of smˆ  to genotyping error; lower RMSE of pmˆ  obtained using the full versus the basic model, 373 
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especially for large µ; and slightly larger RMSE of smˆ  obtained using the full versus the basic 374 
model, for most values of µ. However, in the case of the full model, reducing kl to five (and 375 
increasing L to 20) resulted in increased overestimation of genotyping error rates, in turn 376 
producing slight underestimation of mp and increased overestimation of smˆ  (Fig. S1 versus Fig. 377 
1). Increasing kl to 20 (and reducing L to five), by contrast, resulted in genotyping error rates 378 
being underestimated rather than overestimated, with limited impact on migration rates estimated 379 
with the full model (Fig. S2 versus Fig. 1). 380 
 381 
Null alleles  382 
 383 
When using the basic inference model (which ignores null alleles), increasing null allele 384 
frequencies (p−) increased underestimation of mp and overestimation of ms (Fig. 4), which ensued 385 
from the basic model wrongly perceiving some falsely homozygous pollen immigrants as seed 386 
immigrants. Jointly estimating the frequency of null alleles with the full model largely eliminated 387 
the increase in bias of both pmˆ  and smˆ , with their RMSE being fairly insensitive to null alleles 388 
(Fig. 4). For the basic model, an increase in migration rate biases translated into a larger RMSE 389 
for smˆ  but not for pmˆ  (except for p− = 0.2), as the variance of pmˆ  (but not of smˆ ) was decreased 390 
by the presence of null alleles. Overall, the RMSE of pmˆ  was rather similar for the full and basic 391 
models (except for p− = 0.2, in which case the full model exhibit lower RMSE), while the RMSE 392 
of smˆ  was lower for the full model, the difference increasing with increases in p−. The NCR for 393 
both pmˆ  and smˆ  was close to or below the nominal value for the full model, whereas for the 394 
basic model NCR was above nominal for p− ≥ 0.1, and above 40% in the case of pmˆ  when p− = 395 
0.2. An additional effect of null alleles was the strong positive bias and RMSE of population 396 
inbreeding (F) estimates obtained with the basic model (Fig. 4), which were greatly reduced 397 
when jointly estimating null allele frequencies. The full model tended however to underestimate 398 
p− and overestimate F for high values of p− (Fig. 4). 399 
 400 
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The mechanism behind the opposite-sign biases of pmˆ  and smˆ  induced by null alleles became 401 
evident when assuming that either seed or pollen migration was zero. If there is pollen but not 402 
seed migration (mp > 0, ms = 0), then null alleles had very similar qualitative and quantitative 403 
effects on parameter estimates as in the scenario with both seed and pollen migration (Fig. S3 404 
versus Fig. 4), since null-allele-driven false homozygosity still results in the basic (but not the 405 
full) model wrongly perceiving some pollen immigrants as seed immigrants. By contrast, in 406 
absence of pollen migration (mp = 0, ms > 0), the bias increment of smˆ  produced by null alleles 407 
largely disappears, because mp cannot be underestimated (Fig. S4). In addition, if mp = 0 then the 408 
bias and RMSE of both pmˆ  and smˆ  are lower for the basic model than for the full model, 409 
irrespective of null allele frequency (Fig. S4).  410 
 411 
In the simulated scenarios where assumed null allele frequencies varied across loci (see Fig. 5), 412 
discarding loci with p− ≥ 0.1 (strict strategy) or with p− ≥ 0.2 (medium strategy) worsened the 413 
RMSE of pmˆ , irrespective of whether p− was jointly estimated or not, as compared to the relaxed 414 
strategy where no locus was discarded. This was the case even if the medium strategy reduced the 415 
bias of pmˆ  estimated by the basic model. The bias of smˆ  was minimized adopting the strict 416 
strategy, for both the basic and full models, while its RMSE was insensitive to genotyping 417 
strategy for the full model and, in the case of the basic model, decreased only slightly when 418 
removing loci with null alleles (Fig. 5). NCR of migration estimates were close to or below 419 
nominal value in all cases.  420 
 421 
Population inbreeding and null alleles 422 
 423 
Assuming simultaneous presence of null alleles and population inbreeding did not alter the 424 
effects of null alleles on migration rate estimates observed under random mating (F = 0; Fig. S5 425 
versus Fig. 4). Moreover, the full model still adequately discriminated F and p−, though again 426 
somewhat overestimating F and underestimating p− (with their respective NCR exceeding 427 
nominal level) when their assumed values were as high as 0.2 (Fig. S5). On the other hand, when 428 
assuming population inbreeding but not null alleles, increasing F values had minimal impact on 429 
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the bias and RMSE of pmˆ  and smˆ , equally for the basic and full models (Fig. S6). The full model 430 
tended however to overestimate null allele frequencies when they are zero (although the NCR of 431 
p− exceeded nominal values only slightly), which caused underestimation of F (Fig. S6). 432 
 433 
Genotyping errors, null alleles and population inbreeding 434 
 435 
We considered a reference simulated scenario with neither mistyping, nor null alleles or 436 
inbreeding (scenario A: F = µ = p− = 0), and compared it with three others with moderate rates of 437 
both mistyping and null alleles, two of which without inbreeding (scenario B: F = 0, µ = 0.05, p− 438 
= 0.1; and scenario C: F = 0, µ = 0.1, p− = 0.1) and one with inbreeding (scenario D with F = µ = 439 
p− = 0.1). When null alleles and mistyping were present but ignored (using the basic model), the 440 
effects of null alleles on migration estimates appeared to prevail over those of mistyping, namely 441 
pmˆ  exhibited increased negative (rather than positive) bias and slightly reduced (rather than 442 
increased) variance and RMSE, while smˆ  showed increased bias and RMSE (scenarios B, C and 443 
D; Fig. 6). As compared to the basic model, jointly estimating all parameters with the full model 444 
reduced the bias of both pmˆ  and smˆ  as well as the RMSE of smˆ  in all scenarios, while the RMSE 445 
of pmˆ  was rather similar for the two models (slightly larger for the full model except in scenario 446 
C; Fig. 6). The NCR of pmˆ  and smˆ  did not exceed the nominal value in any of the scenarios 447 
when estimated using the full model, while they did exceed it in scenarios B, C and D when using 448 
the basic model (Fig. 6).   449 
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 450 
Discussion 451 
 452 
We have for the first time evaluated the effect of genotyping errors and null alleles on estimates 453 
of contemporary migration obtained with genetic assignment methods. We have also introduced a 454 
novel Bayesian approach to estimate jointly seed and pollen migration rates, genotyping error 455 
rates and null allele frequencies, which does not require independent information on error rates 456 
derived from reference or duplicate data.  457 
 458 
Microsatellite-based genetic assignment is used broadly to monitor contemporary effective 459 
dispersal among populations but such estimates can be biased due to common microsatellite 460 
mistyping and null alleles. Thus, our inference model and numerical results should be of interest 461 
to statistical and empirical ecologists dealing with plant population dynamics in non-equilibrium 462 
systems. Our results showed that, although not always serious, unaccounted for mistaken or null 463 
alleles may compromise accurate estimation of contemporary seed and/or pollen migration rates 464 
and their associated uncertainty. In many of the simulated scenarios considered, jointly inferring 465 
mistyping rates and null allele frequencies reduced migration estimation errors caused by these 466 
genotyping problems, notably when these errors were large. We discuss here first the main 467 
qualitative trends found over the entire parameter space considered in our simulation study, 468 
focusing then on practical consequences for typical empirical values of mistyping and null 469 
alleles.  470 
 471 
Effect and joint inference of genotyping errors 472 
 473 
Under our demographic and genotyping assumptions, unaccounted-for mistaken alleles resulted 474 
in some local recruits being perceived by the model as pollen immigrants (by which we mean 475 
having greater model likelihood of being such), consequently positively biasing pollen migration 476 
estimates and increasing their RMSE. This result is consistent with predictions that the decrease 477 
in apparent genetic differentiation produced by mistyping should result in migration 478 
overestimation (Pompanon et al. 2005). Obviously, most mistyped local recruits should still be 479 
correctly perceived by the model as local, while stochastically mistaken alleles should also result 480 
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in some mistyped pollen immigrants being wrongly perceived by the model as locally recruited. 481 
Both effects, local recruits being perceived as pollen immigrants and pollen immigrants being 482 
perceived as local recruits, can certainly occur simultaneously (unless migration is null), but the 483 
latter should be less important than the former in absolute terms, because we realistically 484 
assumed lower among- than within-population pollination (had we assumed that the majority of 485 
local offspring were pollen immigrants, mistyping would then have tended to induce negatively 486 
biased migration estimates). The larger proportion of local versus migrant offspring would 487 
produce mistyping-induced systematic biases in pollen migration rate estimates despite the 488 
expectation that genotyping errors should not cause systematically biased population assignments 489 
(c.f. Wang 2014).  490 
 491 
The identification of seed immigrants did not appear to be noticeably impaired by unaccounted-492 
for mistyping. Seed migration rate estimates have been shown to be far more robust to 493 
demographic and sampling assumptions than pollen migration ones (Robledo-Arnuncio 2012), 494 
since seed immigrants carry twice as much allelic information about their biparental origin than 495 
pollen immigrants do about their paternal one. The same fact should render seed migration 496 
estimates less sensitive to mistyping. Nevertheless, our result that they were virtually insensitive 497 
even to very high levels of mistyping is noteworthy. The explanation for this observation is that 498 
seed genotypes with just one or a few loci with two (non-mistyped) homologous alleles that are 499 
relatively rare across candidates other than the true source may be enough to yield strongly 500 
discriminant genotypic likelihoods across candidate populations. This result held even under 501 
assumed levels of population differentiation as low as FST = 0.01 (results not shown). 502 
 503 
Jointly estimating mistyping rates with our full model minimized the bias and RMSE increase 504 
that they caused on pollen migration estimates, while yielding seed migration estimates that had 505 
similar or slightly larger bias and RMSE than those obtained when ignoring mistyping. Mistyping 506 
rates themselves were overestimated when assuming ten and especially five alleles per locus, 507 
while they were underestimated when using loci with 20 alleles. The increasing overestimation of 508 
mistyping rates with decreasing numbers of alleles could be related with an identifiability 509 
problem in our genotyping error model (which should reflect reality to the extent that our model 510 
assumptions hold). Specifically, it can be shown that the assumption of allele-independent 511 
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genotyping errors determines that, if alleles are equifrequent within a population, then observed 512 
population allelic and genotypic frequencies are not influenced by randomly mistaken alleles, in 513 
which case the model cannot detect typing errors. The impact of mistyping on observed allelic 514 
and genotypic frequencies, and therefore the chance to infer mistyping rates, increases with 515 
increasingly skewed allelic frequency distributions, which were more frequent under the 516 
scenarios with the largest number of alleles. The problem would be greatest for biallelic markers 517 
such as SNPs, for which models explicitly formulated in terms of genotype-dependent mistyping 518 
rates (e.g. Kalinowski, Taper & Marshall 2007) should be more adequate, especially because 519 
SNP scoring typically involves genotype (rather than allele) calling through cluster analysis. Our 520 
assumed mistyping model should remain valid, however, to describe several common sources of 521 
stochastic error in microsatellite genotyping (Sieberts et al. 2002; Wang 2004).  522 
 523 
Overall, in terms of accuracy (RMSE), our simulations suggest that the improvement in pollen 524 
migration estimates achieved by jointly estimating mistyping generally exceeded substantially the 525 
potential worsening in seed migration estimates (Figs. 1, 2, 3, S1 and S2). Simulations also 526 
showed that information loss exceeded noise reduction when discarding mistyping-prone loci, not 527 
improving, but rather worsening, migration estimates. The best strategy for accurate estimation of 528 
seed and pollen migration rates would thus seem to be using all available loci and jointly 529 
estimating mistyping rates. The special case of zero actual migration is noteworthy, because the 530 
full model not only produced less biased and more accurate estimates of seed and pollen 531 
migration rates in that case, but also avoided the inflated non-coverage rates of credible intervals 532 
for migration estimates obtained ignoring mistyping. This result suggests that ignoring mistyping 533 
could frequently lead researchers to the wrong conclusion that there is a statistically significant 534 
positive seed and/or pollen migration rate (i.e. that there is some demographic and genetic 535 
cohesion) among populations that are actually not exchanging any migrant whatsoever, which, 536 
besides being ecologically misleading (e.g. Waples & Gaggiotti 2006), could be specially 537 
problematic for conservation management (Ellstrand 1992; Mills & Allendorf 1996) and risk 538 
assessment (Laikre et al. 2010).  539 
 540 
Effect and joint inference of null alleles 541 
 542 
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The effects of not accounting for null alleles differed between estimates of seed and pollen 543 
migration rates. Considering any given locus of an offspring born to a local mother and an 544 
external father (i.e., a pollen immigration event), if the paternal immigrant allele is null then the 545 
observed genotype will be homozygous for the maternal local allele, leading to underestimates of 546 
pollen migration and overestimates of local dispersal. Whereas if the maternal local allele is null, 547 
then the observed genotype will be homozygous for the immigrant paternal allele, leading to 548 
underestimates of pollen immigration and overestimates of seed immigration. Taken together, the 549 
two possibilities should induce bias increments of opposite sign, negative for pollen migration 550 
and positive and weaker for seed migration, which is what we observed in the simulations that 551 
assumed there is actual pollen migration (with or without seed migration). By contrast, if any of 552 
the two homologous alleles of a seed immigrant is null, its observed genotype would still display 553 
two (equal) immigrant alleles, which should not bias migration estimates. The capability of null 554 
alleles to mask pollen but not seed immigrants was reflected in the simulations with seed but no 555 
pollen migration, in which no bias increase was observed with increasing null allele frequency, 556 
neither for seed nor for pollen migration estimates. 557 
 558 
Null alleles had the additional effect of reducing the variance of pollen (but not seed) migration 559 
estimates, probably because of increased apparent population genetic differentiation (Chapuis & 560 
Estoup 2007). This effect is consistent with the stronger sensitivity of pollen migration rate 561 
estimates to actual population differentiation (Robledo-Arnuncio 2012), and was strong enough 562 
to override the simultaneous detrimental bias increment caused by null alleles, resulting in 563 
unchanged or more accurate (with lower RMSE) estimates of pollen dispersal at intermediate 564 
(<20%) than at zero null allele frequencies. By contrast, the accuracy of seed migration estimates 565 
was largely driven by their bias, both augmenting with increasing null allele frequencies except in 566 
absence of pollen migration (in which case they were insensitive to nulls).  567 
 568 
If there is pollen migration (with our without seed migration), jointly estimating the frequency of 569 
null alleles minimized the bias increase that they caused in both seed and pollen migration 570 
estimates. The bias correction translated into consistently lower RMSE for seed dispersal 571 
estimates that accounted for, rather than ignored, null alleles, while it produced relatively smaller 572 
changes in the RMSE of pollen dispersal estimates, which sometimes increased and sometimes 573 
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decreased (notably when the frequency of nulls was as high as 20%) relative to the basic model 574 
ignoring nulls (Figs. 4, S4 and S5). Altogether, jointly estimating null allele frequencies (without 575 
discarding any locus from the analysis) seems a better inferential strategy if pollen migration is 576 
present, because the improvement in the accuracy of seed migration estimates exceeds the 577 
potential worsening in that of pollen migration for the range of parameters considered. If pollen 578 
migration was actually zero, jointly estimating null allele frequencies had virtually no impact in 579 
seed migration estimates and it increased the RMSE of pollen migration estimates relative to the 580 
basic model ignoring null alleles, but always producing credible intervals with nominal coverage 581 
for both seed and pollen migration rate estimates. Therefore, if there is no prior knowledge on the 582 
level of pollen migration, accounting for null alleles seems, overall, advisable. If pollen migration 583 
were known to be zero a priori, however, researchers could then focus on the estimation of seed 584 
migration rates and set pollen migration rates at zero. In the latter case, accounting for null alleles 585 
would make little difference on seed migration (though they should be accounted for if 586 
population inbreeding coefficients are also of interest). 587 
 588 
Practical considerations 589 
 590 
Our model is relevant for a general class of study systems involving discrete plant populations: 591 
an offspring sample collected in a recipient population in which there are local reproductive 592 
adults (producing pollen and seeds), and that may be receiving a small proportion of pollen (and 593 
possibly seed) immigrants from external sources. This scenario may correspond, for example, to 594 
a rear-edge population, or to a front-edge population established some generations ago, for which 595 
we want to establish the level of present-day connectivity via seed and pollen dispersal with a set 596 
of external populations. The rates of pollen and seed immigration will be unknown a priori in this 597 
general case, although for many plant species we know that among-population migration takes 598 
place predominantly through pollen flow (Ennos 1994; Kremer et al. 2012), so migration, when 599 
present, will most likely involve either both pollen and seed migration, or only pollen migration. 600 
Our numerical analysis suggests that neither mistyping nor null alleles should be disregarded 601 
when inferring migration in this kind of scenario, especially if rigorous uncertainty assessment is 602 
required.  603 
 604 
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A different scenario of potential interest could be an offspring sample collected in a recipient 605 
population with no local reproductive adults, having originated via seed dispersal from external 606 
populations. This could correspond to an ongoing colonization, where the question at hand is the 607 
proportion of recently established non-reproductive individuals (e.g. saplings forming a stand in 608 
the front edge of a tree species distribution) that have originated via seed dispersal from different 609 
potential external sources. In this case, effective pollen immigration into the target stand would 610 
be known to be (and could be fixed at) zero a priori, and it would be safe to ignore null alleles for 611 
seed migration inference. Although in principle typing errors would also be of less concern in this 612 
scenario, because estimates of seed migration rates seem rather robust to moderate-to-high 613 
mistyping rates, they might somewhat distort the estimated distribution of migration rates from 614 
different sources if their contributions to the migrant seed pool is very unequal. In particular, 615 
unaccounted-for mistyping could produce spurious statistically significant migration estimates 616 
from candidate sources from which seeds have not migrated (Fig. 2), along with slightly 617 
underestimated migration rates from the actual sources. This problem would be alleviated by 618 
jointly estimating genotyping error rates.  619 
 620 
Available studies suggest that per-locus genotyping error rates are generally below 10% (Bonin et 621 
al. 2004; Hoffman & Amos 2005; Morin et al. 2009), and null allele frequencies usually lower 622 
than 20% (Dakin & Avise 2004). Encouragingly, our results would suggest that errors in 623 
migration estimates caused by these levels of unaccounted-for mistaken and null alleles are not 624 
likely to be large in many cases, even under the assumption that all assayed loci are 625 
simultaneously affected by such levels of both typing problems (Fig. 6). Besides not being large, 626 
these errors may generally be reduced by jointly estimating migration rates, null allele 627 
frequencies and mistyping error rates with our model. This would additionally yield better 628 
population inbreeding estimates and credible intervals with better coverage. In any case, the 629 
effect of mistyping and null alleles on migration estimates will be influenced by the actual 630 
distribution of parental allelic frequencies within and among populations. Thus, it is highly 631 
advisable to conduct pilot numerical analyses (as suggested by Pompanon et al. 2005) to evaluate 632 
effects of different error rates and null allele frequencies on method performance for particular 633 
genetic assays, empirical reference baseline genotypes and assumed levels of migration. Of 634 
course, efforts should focus first on minimizing the production of errors during genotyping, 635 
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especially in the offspring sample, because incorrect allele identification in candidate immigrant 636 
genotypes induces greater errors in migration estimates than inaccurate estimates of baseline 637 
population allele frequencies (results not shown).  638 
 639 
Model limitations and perspectives 640 
 641 
Our model represents a first formal approach to inferring contemporary migration jointly with 642 
genotyping error rates and null allele frequencies. For the sake of tractability, we necessarily 643 
made several simplifying assumptions, as in previous error models (Sieberts et al. 2002; Wang 644 
2004). Notably, we assumed that genotyping errors are allele-independent, that homologous 645 
alleles at a locus (irrespectively of whether they are equal or not) are independently mistaken, and 646 
that errors are independently distributed across loci. The consequences for migration inference of 647 
typing errors violating these assumptions are not easily predictable and could be the subject of 648 
future numerical studies, as well as the effect of other sources of error not considered here, such 649 
as allelic dropouts (see Wang 2004) and false alleles. Formally accommodating all major distinct 650 
sources of error of particular markers into genotypic likelihoods usable for migration inference 651 
will be challenging, and the extent to which different errors would be identifiable, and whether 652 
there is much to be gained by such complex statistical exercise, are unclear.  653 
 654 
Other possible extensions of the model presented here could be the incorporation of available 655 
Bayesian schemes for jointly inferring the effect of environmental factors on migration (Gaggiotti 656 
et al. 2004; Faubet & Gaggiotti 2008), or for estimating migrant proportions with incomplete 657 
baseline samples (Dawson & Belkhir 2001; Pella & Masuda 2006), as unsampled populations 658 
could augment mistyping-induced positive biases in pollen migration estimates from sampled 659 
sources. Research efforts in the field are now heading to the combination of mechanistic and 660 
genetic approaches for better estimation of broad-scale seed and pollen migration rates and their 661 
main spatial, ecological and demographic determinants (Robledo-Arnuncio et al. 2014). Plant 662 
dispersal ecology advances will require models for the rate and paths of contemporary seed and 663 
pollen migration in spatially, environmentally and demographically explicit context, while 664 
properly accounting for different sources of uncertainty, especially for rare but important long-665 
distance dispersal events. The approach proposed here contributes to this endeavor with a 666 
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framework to account for potential errors in contemporary migration estimates caused by 667 
genotyping problems, which should prove especially useful for accurately assessing low levels of 668 
migration and associated uncertainty. 669 
 670 
A program written in C++ language implementing the estimation method described in this article 671 
will soon be freely available at https://sites.google.com/site/espmsoftware or by contacting J. J. 672 
R-A. 673 
  674 
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Fig. 1. Effect of genotyping error rate (µ) on pollen (mp) and seed (ms) immigration rate 814 
estimates obtained when migration is non-null (mpi = msi = 0.05) by either ignoring (white bars) 815 
or jointly estimating (grey bars) µ. RMSE is the root mean square error and NCR the non-816 
coverage rate of 95% credible intervals (the dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). Based on 817 
250 Monte Carlo replicates per scenario, assuming: I = 2 external populations, FST = 0.1, L = 10 818 
loci (all with equal µ), kl = 10 alleles/locus, sample sizes of D = 100 offspring and Qi = 100 819 
adults/population. 820 
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Fig. 2. Effect of genotyping error rate (µ) on pollen (mp) and seed (ms) immigration rate 846 
estimates obtained in absence of migration (mpi = msi = 0) by either ignoring (white bars) or 847 
jointly estimating (grey bars) µ. RMSE is the root mean square error and NCR the non-coverage 848 
rate of 95% credible intervals (the dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). Based on 250 Monte 849 
Carlo replicates per scenario, assuming: I = 2 external populations, FST = 0.1, L = 10 loci (all with 850 
equal µ), kl = 10 alleles/locus, sample sizes of D = 100 offspring and Qi = 100 adults/population.  851 
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Fig. 3. Effect of including or excluding marker loci with variable genotyping error rate (µ) on 873 
pollen (mp) and seed (ms) immigration rate estimates obtained either ignoring (white bars) or 874 
jointly estimating (grey bars) µ. Ten loci were assumed: five with µ = 0, three with µ = 0.05 and 875 
two with µ = 0.1. The relaxed strategy used all loci, while Medium and Strict discarded those 876 
with µ ≥ 0.1 and µ ≥ 0.05, respectively. RMSE is the root mean square error and NCR the non-877 
coverage rate of 95% credible intervals (the dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). Based on 878 
250 Monte Carlo replicates per scenario, assuming: I = 2 external populations, mpi = msi = 0.05, 879 
FST = 0.1, sample sizes of D = 100 offspring and Qi = 100 adults/population. 880 
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Fig. 4. Effect of null alleles frequency (p−) on pollen (mp) and seed (ms) immigration rate and 915 
population inbreeding (F) estimates obtained by either ignoring (white bars) or jointly estimating 916 
(grey bars) p−. RMSE is the root mean square error and NCR the non-coverage rate of 95% 917 
credible intervals (the dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). Based on 250 Monte Carlo 918 
replicates per scenario, assuming: I = 2 external populations, mpi = msi = 0.05, FST = 0.1, F = 0, L 919 
= 5 (for p− = 0.05 scenario) or 10 (for p− ≠ 0.05 scenarios) loci, kl = 19 (for p− = 0.05), 10 (for p− 920 
= 0), 9 (for p− = 0.1), or 8 (for p− = 0.2) non-null alleles/locus, sample sizes of D = 100 offspring 921 
and Qi = 100 adults/population. 922 
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Fig. 5. Effect of including or excluding marker loci with variable null allele frequencies (p−) on 937 
pollen (mp) and seed (ms) immigration rate estimates obtained either ignoring (white bars) or 938 
jointly estimating (grey bars) p−. Ten loci were assumed: five with p− = 0, three with p− = 0.1 and 939 
two with p− = 0.2 (with kl = 10, 9, and 8 non-null alleles, respectively). The relaxed strategy used 940 
all loci, while Medium and Strict discarded those with p− ≥ 0.2 and p− ≥ 0.1, respectively. RMSE 941 
is the root mean square error and NCR the non-coverage rate of 95% credible intervals (the 942 
dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). Based on 250 Monte Carlo replicates per scenario, 943 
assuming: I = 2 external populations, mpi = msi = 0.05, FST = 0.1, F = 0, sample sizes of D = 100 944 
offspring and Qi = 100 adults/population. 945 
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Fig. 6. Combined effect of genotyping error rate (µ) and null alleles frequency (p−) on pollen 978 
(mp) and seed (ms) immigration rate and population inbreeding (F) estimates obtained by either 979 
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ignoring (white bars) or jointly estimating (grey bars) µ and p−. Assumed scenarios were: A (F = 980 
µ = p− = 0), B (F = 0, µ = 0.05, p− = 0.1), C (F = 0, µ = 0.1, p− = 0.1), and D (F = µ = p− = 0.1). 981 
RMSE is the root mean square error and NCR the non-coverage rate of 95% credible intervals 982 
(the dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). Based on 250 Monte Carlo replicates per scenario, 983 
assuming: I = 2 external populations, mpi = msi = 0.05, FST = 0.1, L = 10 loci (all with equal µ and 984 
p−), kl = 10 (in A) or 9 (in B, C and D) non-null alleles/locus, sample sizes of D = 100 offspring 985 
and Qi = 100 adults/population. 986 
  987 
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION 988 
Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article: 989 
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Appendix S1 Offspring genotypic likelihoods with genotyping errors and null alleles 991 
Appendix S2 Adult genotypic likelihoods with genotyping errors and null alleles 992 
Appendix S3 Details of the MCMC algorithm 993 
Appendix S4 Monte Carlo analysis of method performance 994 
 995 
Figure S1 Effect of genotyping errors on migration estimates with 20 loci and 5alleles/locus 996 
Figure S2 Effect of genotyping errors on migration estimates with 5 loci and 20 alleles/locus 997 
Figure S3 Effect of null alleles on migration estimates in absence of seed migration 998 
Figure S4 Effect of null alleles on migration estimates in absence of pollen migration 999 
Figure S5 Effect of null alleles and population inbreeding on migration estimates  1000 
Figure S6 Effect of population inbreeding (without null alleles) on migration estimates  1001 
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Appendix S1 Offspring genotypic likelihoods with genotyping errors and null alleles 
 
Offspring genotypic likelihoods with population inbreeding and null alleles, but without 
genotyping errors, are presented in equation 3 of the main text. Here, we derive the genotypic 
likelihood of an offspring d at locus l, Prij (Xdl | p, Fi, βl, µl), in presence of all population 
inbreeding, null alleles and genotyping errors. We recall that our model assumes that any true 
non-null allele (including the two homologous alleles in a genotype, irrespective of whether they 
are equal or not) is independently mistaken for any of the other kl – 1 alleles with equal 
probability µl/(kl – 1), for adult and offspring genotypes alike. For the sake of illustration, we first 
assume there are typing errors and population inbreeding, but not null alleles, in which case we 
can drop βl (because without null alleles it is not necessary to estimate the proportion of non-null 
missing data, which is directly observed) and have 
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We now consider both null alleles and genotyping errors, assuming that null alleles are not 
mistaken by non-null alleles and vice versa. We then have  
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where A’, B’, C’ and D’ are as follows:  
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Appendix S2 Adult genotypic likelihoods with genotyping errors and null alleles 
 
The joint likelihood of the sample of Qi adult genotypes observed at locus l in population i is 
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where Yiql is the diploid genotype of adult q from population i at locus l. The likelihood of Yiql 
depends on whether any allele is observed or not (i.e. missing data) and on whether the two 
eventually observed homologous alleles (denoted a1 and a2) are equal (Yiql homozygous) or not 
(Yiql heterozygous): 
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where A’ and B’ are defined as in Appendix S1.  
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Appendix S3 Details of the MCMC algorithm 
 
We used the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970) to 
approximate numerically the posterior probability density of model parameters. Our 
implementation of the algorithm involved eight steps at each MH iteration, with a different 
parameter vector being potentially modified at each step, as described below. Initial values for p 
were set at their observed values in parental samples (with pil− = 0). Initial values for m and F 
were set at their maximum-likelihood estimates (using equation 1), given fixed p at observed 
allelic frequencies in parental samples (with pil− = 0) and fixed µ at zero. Initial values for µ and 
F* were set at zero, while those of β and β* were set at the observed rates of missing data in 
offspring and adults samples, respectively. 
 
Updating offspring proportions (m) 
 
We updated local dispersal and/or seed and pollen immigration rates in a single step. The vector 
m of size 2I+1 was obtained by concatenating the current values of vectors mp and ms and the 
current local dispersal rate m0. Note that the elements of m add up to one, as defined in our 
model. We randomly choose two different elements i and j of vector m, and propose a new value 
'
im = u, where u ∼ U [max(0, mi − em), min(mi + em, mi  + mj)] and em is some incremental value 
that is tuned to obtain reasonable acceptance rates. We then set 'jm = mi  + mj − 
'
im . The updated 
vector m’ (incorporating the updated values 'im  and 
'
jm ) is accepted with probability  
 






=α
),'()(),,,,|Pr(
)',()'(),,,,'|Pr(
,1min)|'(
mmmµβFpmX
mmmµβFpmX
mm
qf
qf
, 
 
where q(m, m’) is the uniform density described above and q(m’, m) is the uniform density 
corresponding to the reverse move, namely U[max(0, 'im  − em), min(
'
im  + em, 
'
im   + 
'
jm )].  
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Updating offspring population inbreeding coefficients (F) 
 
We updated the offspring inbreeding coefficients of all populations at every MH iteration, one at 
a time. For each population i, we propose a new value 'iF  = u, where u ∼ U [max(Fmin, Fi − eF), 
min(1, Fi + eF)], eF is some incremental value, and Fmin = max(−1, −pmin/(1− pmin)), with pmin 
being the minimum of allele frequencies across loci in population i (Faubet & Gaggiotti 2008). 
Let F’ be the vector of inbreeding coefficients F with element Fi replaced with 
'
iF . This move is 
accepted with probability 
 



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

=α
),'()(),,,,|Pr(
)',()'(),,',,|Pr(
,1min)|'(
FFFµβFpmX
FFFµβFpmX
FF
qf
qf
, 
 
where q(F, F’) is the uniform density described above and q(F’, F) is the reverse move uniform 
density U[max(Fmin, 
'
iF  − eF), min(1, 
'
iF  + eF)].  
 
Updating population frequencies of non-null alleles (p) 
 
We updated the population allelic frequencies of all populations and loci at every MH iteration, 
one population and locus at a time. Null alleles were updated separately (see next section), so that 
acceptance rates could be tuned independently. For each population i and locus l, we randomly 
choose two of the kl non-null alleles, a and b, and propose 
'
ilap = u, where u ∼ U [max(0, pila − ep), 
min(pila + ep, pila  + pilb)] and ep is some incremental value. We then set 
'
ilbp = pila  + pilb −
'
ilap  and 
accept the move with probability 
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where p’ is the vector p with elements pila  and pilb replaced with 
'
ilap  and 
'
ilbp , q(p, p’) is the 
uniform density described above, and q(p’, p) is the reverse move uniform density U [max(0, 'ilap  
− ep), min( 'ilap  + ep, 
'
ilap   + 
'
ilbp )]. 
 
Updating population frequencies of null alleles (pil−) 
 
We updated the null allele frequencies at all loci and populations at every MH iteration, one 
population and locus at a time. For each population i and locus l, we propose ' −ilp = u, where u ~ 
U [max(0, pil− −
−p
e ), min(1, pil− + 
−p
e )] and 
−p
e is some incremental value. We then set the 
frequency of each non-null allele a at 'ilap = pila(1−
'
−ilp )/(1− pil−), and accept the move with 
probability 
 






=α
),'()(),,,|Pr(),,,,|Pr(
)',()'(),,,'|Pr(),,,',|Pr(
,1min)|'(
pppµβ*F*pYµβFpmX
pppµβ*F*pYµβFpmX
pp
qf
qf
, 
 
where p’ is the vector p with elements pil− and pila (a = 1, . . ., kl) replaced with 
'
−ilp  and 
'
ilap  , 
q(p, p’) is the uniform density described above, and q(p’, p) is the reverse move uniform density 
U [max(0, ' −ilp  − −pe ), min(1, 
'
−ilp  + −pe )]. 
 
Updating offspring non-null missing data rates (β) 
 
We updated the rate of offspring missing data (not due to null alleles) at all loci at every MH 
iteration, one locus at a time. For each locus l, we propose 'lβ = u, where u ~ U [max(0, βl − eβ), 
min(1, βl + eβ)] and eβ is some incremental value. Denote β’ the vector β with element βl replaced 
with 'lβ , the move is then accepted with probability 
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qf
qf
, 
 
where q(β, β’) is the uniform density described above and q(β’, β) is the reverse move uniform 
density U[max(0, 'lβ  − eβ), min(1, 
'
lβ  + eβ)].  
 
Updating genotyping error rates (µ) 
 
We updated genotyping error rates of all loci at every MH iteration, one locus at a time. For each 
locus l, we propose 'lµ = u, where u ~ U [max(0, µl − eµ), min(1, µl + eµ)] and eµ is some 
incremental value. Denote µ’ the vector µ with element µl replaced with 'lµ , the move is then 
accepted with probability 
 


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

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qf
qf
, 
 
where q(µ, µ’) is the uniform density described above and q(µ’, µ) is the reverse move uniform 
density U[max(0, 'lµ  − eµ), min(1, 
'
lµ  + eµ)].  
 
Updating adult population inbreeding coefficients (F*) 
 
We updated adult inbreeding coefficients for all populations at every MH iteration, one at a time. 
For each population i, we propose a new value *'iF  = u, where u ∼ U [max(Fmin, 
*
iF  − eF*), min(1, 
*
iF  + eF*)], eF* is some incremental value, and Fmin defined as when updating F. Let F*’ be the 
vector of inbreeding coefficients F* with element *iF  replaced with 
*'
iF . This move is accepted 
with probability 
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where q(F*, F*’) is the uniform density described above and q(F*’, F*) is the reverse move 
uniform density U[max(Fmin, 
*'
iF  − eF*), min(1, 
*'
iF  + eF*)].  
 
Updating adult non-null missing data rates (β*) 
 
We updated the rate of adult missing data (not due to null alleles) at all loci at every MH 
iteration, one locus at a time. For each locus l, we propose *'lβ = u, where u ~ U [max(0, 
*
lβ  − eβ*), 
min(1, *lβ  + eβ*)] and eβ* is some incremental value. Denote β*’ the vector β* with element 
*
lβ  
replaced with *'lβ , the move is then accepted with probability 
 






=α
*),*'(*)(),,,|Pr(
)*'*,()*'(),',,|Pr(
,1min*)|*'(
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βββµβ*F*pY
ββ
qf
qf
, 
 
where q(β*, β*’) is the uniform density described above and q(β*’, β*) is the reverse move 
uniform density U[max(0, *'lβ  − eβ*), min(1, 
*'
lβ  + eβ*)].  
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Appendix S4 Monte Carlo analysis of method performance 
 
Each independent replicate of the stochastic simulations used to test the model performance 
involved the six steps described below, given the assumed number of external populations I, 
offspring (D) and adult (Q) sample sizes, population differentiation level FST, proportions of 
offspring from different population origins m, population allelic frequencies before dispersal p, 
population inbreeding coefficients F and F*, non-null missing data rates β and β*, and typing 
error rates µ. In what follows, we distinguish between actual alleles and observed alleles (as 
determined by genotyping errors and the unobservable nature of null alleles), and we use r to 
denote a uniform random variate on [0, 1]. 
 
(1) Parametric frequencies for (actual) adult alleles at the l-th locus and i-th population, pil = {pil−, 
pil1, pil2,. . ., 
lilk
p }, corresponding to a level of population differentiation FST were obtained by 
sampling from a Dirichlet distribution (Wright 1931; Faubet et al. 2007) 
 
∏
=
−λ
− λΓ
λΓ=
l lh
l
k
h lh
q
ilh
ilkililil
q
p
ppppf
1
1
2,1,
)(
)(),...,(          
 
with λ = 1/FST – 1, and qlh being the global frequency of the h-th allele of the l-th locus across 
populations, assumed to equal 1/(kl +1) (i.e., equifrequent alleles). The frequency of null alleles is 
denoted by pil−, and there are kl non-null alleles. After obtaining parametric allelic frequencies for 
all populations at locus l, including the recipient population, global FST was calculated and, if not 
within 10% of the target FST value, new parametric frequencies were generated until this 
condition was satisfied. This step was repeated for each of the l loci. 
 
(2) The number of offspring from each population origin in the simulated offspring sample was 
drawn from a multinomial distribution with 2I+1 classes with probabilities {mp1, mp2, . . ., mpI, 
ms1, ms2, . . ., msI, m0 } and D trials. 
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(3) For every locus l of every offspring in the simulated sample born to parents in population i 
and j, draw a new r and generate the two actual homologous alleles from either: (a) two 
independent draws from two multinomial distributions with respective class probabilities pil and 
pjl , if i ≠ j; (b) two independent draws from a multinomial distribution with class probabilities pil,  
if i = j and r > Fi; or (c) a single draw from a multinomial distribution with class probabilities pil 
used to produce two identical-by-descent alleles, if i = j and r < Fi. 
 
(4) For every locus l of each of the Qi simulated sampled adults of population i, draw a new r and 
generate two actual homologous alleles from either: (a) two independent draws from a 
multinomial with class probabilities pil, if r > 
*
iF , or (b) a single draw from a multinomial 
distribution with class probabilities pil, if r < 
*
iF . 
 
(5) For every actual non-null allele at locus l of every simulated genotype, draw a new r and set 
the corresponding observed allele at the actual allele if r > µl, or at any of the other kl − 1 non-null 
alleles if r < µl. Homozygotes for a null allele are observed as missing data, while heterozygotes 
carrying a null allele are observed as homozygous for the non-null observed allele. 
 
(6) Given the simulated adult and offspring observed genotypes, we estimated posterior 
distributions of parameters, with corresponding means and 95% credible intervals (CI), using 
equation 6 and the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm described in Appendix S3. Pilot runs 
were used to tune up the proposal distributions to obtain acceptance rates between 40−50%, after 
which we run the MH algorithm for 260,000 iterations, discarding the first 10,000 as burn-in and 
thinning the remaining ones to every 25
th
, yielding a final sample of 1,000 observations. 
 
 
For each combination of assumed parameter values, the six simulation steps were repeated to 
generate N = 250 independent realizations of the process and their associated Θˆ values, used to 
calculate expected estimation errors by comparing against Θ . As an example, the expected bias, 
expected root mean square error (RMSE), and expected CI non-coverage rate (NCR) of pmˆ  were 
computed using the following equations (analogously for other parameters):  
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where kpimˆ  is the estimated pollen migration rate from the i-th population obtained for the k-th 
replicate data set, NCR is the proportion of times that the 95% CI does not contain the assumed 
value, and A is an indicator function taking the value 1 if the CI of kpimˆ contains mpi, or zero 
otherwise.   
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Fig. S1. Effect of genotyping error rate (µ) on pollen (mp) and seed (ms) immigration rate 
estimates obtained with L = 20 loci (all with equal µ) and kl = 5 alleles/locus, by either ignoring 
(white bars) or jointly estimating (grey bars) µ. RMSE is the root mean square error and NCR the 
non-coverage rate of 95% credible intervals (the dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). Based 
on 250 Monte Carlo replicates per scenario, assuming: I = 2 external populations, mpi = msi = 
0.05, FST = 0.1, sample sizes of D = 100 offspring and Qi = 100 adults/population. 
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Figure S2. Effect of genotyping error rate (µ) on pollen (mp) and seed (ms) immigration rate 
estimates obtained with L = 5 loci (all with equal µ) and kl = 20 alleles/locus, by either ignoring 
(white bars) or jointly estimating (grey bars) µ. RMSE is the root mean square error and NCR the 
non-coverage rate of 95% credible intervals (the dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). Based 
on 250 Monte Carlo replicates per scenario, assuming: I = 2 external populations, mpi = msi = 
0.05, FST = 0.1, sample sizes of D = 100 offspring and Qi = 100 adults/population. 
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Figure S3. Effect of null alleles frequency (p−) on pollen (mp) and seed (ms) immigration rate 
and population inbreeding (F) estimates obtained when msi = 0 and mpi = 0.05, by either ignoring 
(white bars) or jointly estimating (grey bars) p−. RMSE is the root mean square error and NCR 
the non-coverage rate of 95% credible intervals (the dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). 
Based on 250 Monte Carlo replicates per scenario, assuming: I = 2 external populations, FST = 
0.1, F = 0, L = 5 (for p− = 0.05 scenario) or 10 (for p− ≠ 0.05 scenarios) loci, kl = 19 (for p− = 
0.05), 10 (for p− = 0), 9 (for p− = 0.1), or 8 (for p− = 0.2) non-null alleles/locus, sample sizes of D 
= 100 offspring and Qi = 100 adults/population. 
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Figure S4. Effect of null alleles frequency (p−) on pollen (mp) and seed (ms) immigration rate 
and population inbreeding (F) estimates obtained when msi = 0.05 and mpi = 0, by either ignoring 
(white bars) or jointly estimating (grey bars) p−. RMSE is the root mean square error and NCR 
the non-coverage rate of 95% credible intervals (the dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). 
Based on 250 Monte Carlo replicates per scenario, assuming: I = 2 external populations, FST = 
0.1, F = 0, L = 5 (for p− = 0.05 scenario) or 10 (for p− ≠ 0.05 scenarios) loci, kl = 19 (for p− = 
0.05), 10 (for p− = 0), 9 (for p− = 0.1), or 8 (for p− = 0.2) non-null alleles/locus, sample sizes of D 
= 100 offspring and Qi = 100 adults/population. 
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Figure S5.  Effect of null alleles frequency (p−) and population inbreeding (F) on pollen (mp) and 
seed (ms) immigration rate and F estimates obtained by either ignoring (white bars) or jointly 
estimating (grey bars) p−. RMSE is the root mean square error and NCR the non-coverage rate of 
95% credible intervals (the dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). Based on 250 Monte Carlo 
replicates per scenario, assuming: I = 2 external populations, mpi = msi = 0.05, FST = 0.1, L = 5 
(for p− = 0.05 scenario) or 10 (for p− ≠ 0.05 scenarios) loci, kl = 19 (for p− = 0.05), 10 (for p− = 0), 
9 (for p− = 0.1), or 8 (for p− = 0.2) non-null alleles/locus, sample sizes of D = 100 offspring and 
Qi = 100 adults/population. 
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Figure S6. Effect of population inbreeding (F) on pollen (mp) and seed (ms) immigration rate 
and F and p− (null alleles frequency) estimates obtained by either ignoring (white bars) or jointly 
estimating (grey bars) p−. RMSE is the root mean square error and NCR the non-coverage rate of 
95% credible intervals (the dotted line shows the nominal 5% value). Based on 250 Monte Carlo 
replicates per scenario, assuming: I = 2 external populations, mpi = msi = 0.05, FST = 0.1, L = 10 
loci (all with p− = 0), kl = 10 non-null alleles/locus, sample sizes of D = 100 offspring and Qi = 
100 adults/population. 
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